Discover the world of animals in a kaleidoscope of vibrant color, now in a board book edition! The first half of the book features two-page spreads of animals from each color of the rainbow, while the second half of the book expands the concept with animals in multiple color combinations — yellow and orange, orange and red, red and blue, and blue and green.

Here's what reviewers are saying about the hardcover edition of Animal Colors . . .

“A gorgeous, in-depth look at animal colors as they occur in nature. Highly graphic and visually appealing, the book is organized first by singular colors, followed by common combinations. Each spread features a banded block in shades of the focus color, along with the color word in large, white text. . . . The photography is sharp and clear, in a style reminiscent of Nick Bilbaw’s work, and the rich, vibrant colors jump off the pages. The last spread gives comparative information about animals’ use of color by using side-by-side photographs. Simply stunning.”

— School Library Journal Review